ABSTRACT: Differential evolution (DE) is a powerful global optimization algorithm which has been studied intensively by many researchers in recent years. A number of mutation variants have been established for this algorithm. These mutation variants make the DE algorithm more applicable, but random development of these variants has created inconsistencies such as naming and formulation. Hence this study aims to identify inconsistencies and to propose solutions to make them consistent. Most of the inconsistencies exist because of the uncommon nomenclature used for these variants. In this study, a comprehensive study is carried out to identify inconsistencies in the nomenclature of mutation variants that do not match each other. Appropriate and consistent names are proposed for them. The proposed names assigned to conflicting variants are based on the name of the variant, the total number of vectors used to generate the trial vector, and the order of the vectors to form the equation of these mutation variants. To ensure the performance diversity of the consistent set of DE mutation strategies, experimental results are generated using a test suit of benchmark functions.
INTRODUCTION
Differential evolution (DE), proposed by Storn and Price 1 , is a stochastic-population-based evolutionary algorithm. DE is simple, easy to use, and speedy, and has a greater probability to find the global optima for any given function 2, 3 . DE has been successfully used in various systems such as electrical power systems 4 , microwave engineering 5 , robotics 6 , bioinformatics 7 , chemical engineering 8 , pattern recognition 9 , artificial neural networks 10 , and signal processing 11 . In DE algorithm, a population of potential solutions is randomly initialized within an n-dimensional search space. All potential solutions are equally likely to be selected as a parent in DE algorithm. The candidate solutions evolve themselves by exploring the entire search space over time to locate the optima of the objective function. A new vector is generated by adding the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third vector at each iteration of DE algorithm. Three vectors, randomly selected from the existing population, are used to generate each new vector. Many algorithms are used for numerical benchmark optimization, but DE has shown better performance than genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization for such problems 1, 12 . There are many parameters in DE algorithm such as the population size N p , mutation probability F , and crossover C r . DE algorithm has many mutation strategies 2 in the literature. Various state-of-the-art versions of DE algorithms such as ADE 13 , jDE 2 , SaDE 14 , JADE 15 , DEGL 16 , CoDE 17 , EPSDE 18 , MDE p BX 19 , and FADE 20 are based on parameter selection, parameter adaption, strategy selection, and/or strategy adaption mechanisms. Several adaptive and self-adaptive mechanisms in DE are used for parameter selection/adaption and various strategies for pool selection/adaption. DE state-of-the-art proved to be very powerful by using conventional DE mutation variants to form a strategy pool in strategy selection/adaption or using parameter selection/adaption along with some conventional trial vector generation scheme. Some parameter and strategy adaption/selection schemes of DE state-of-the-art variant related work are discussed in this section.
Zaharie 13 introduced a parameter adaption scheme in his research work to control the diversity in the population. He used the concept of multipopulation for the diversity in the population that can help to avoid premature convergence. The experimental result showed promising performance for the proposed approach. Liu and Lampinen 20 introduced fuzzy-based control parameter adaption (FADE) in their research. They used a fuzzy controller to adopt the values of control parameters F and C r in successive generations for the crossover and mutation operations of DE algorithm. Brest et al 2 introduced an adaptive control parameter setting of DE (jDE) by encoding F and C r into individuals. They introduced τ 1 and τ 2 to control F and C r parameter values in DE algorithm. The values of τ 1 = 0.1, τ 2 = 0.1, F u = 0.9, F l = 0.1 were used in their proposed adaption mechanism. In this technique, better individuals have opportunity to survive by propagating their better parameter values to produce new offspring. Qin et al 14 introduced both control parameter adaption as well as a strategy adaption mechanism in DE algorithm (SaDE). In the strategy adaption scheme, they used a strategy candidate pool of four strategies:
DE/rand/1, DE/rand/2, DE/rand to best/2, and DE/current to rand/1. Each target vector generates a trial vector based on the learning period over previous generations that is based on the success rate of previous generations in the experiment. In parameter adaption, SaDE adjusts the control parameter C r based on the median value of C r that is calculated based on previous C r values that have successfully generated a trial vector. Zhang and Sanderson 15 introduced a new parameter adaption method and used the DE/current to pbest/1 strategy in their research work. In the parameter adaption, at each generation, C r is generated by a normal distribution and F is generated by a Cauchy distribution to smoothly update these parameters.
The DE/current to pbest/1 strategy randomly selects the best population member from the top 100% population members of the current population. They used the concept that incorporation of a random best individual can enhance the searching capability of DE algorithm. JADE uses the concept of external archive to store the recently explored inferior solution and then select the new population members from the union of the current population and the external archive so that less performing individuals have a chance to be part of the population. Das et al 16 used DE/target to best/1 by utilizing the concept of neighbourhood of each population individual in order to balance the exploration and exploitation abilities of DE algorithm. They introduced local-and global-neighbourhood DE (NSDE/DEGL) schemes and combined both local and global neighbourhood schemes to generate the donor vector. In NSDE, α and β are scaling factors, a local donor vector is created by employing the best vector in the neighbourhood and two other random vectors but the global best uses the entire population best vector and other two any random vectors from the current population. In DEGL, exploration and exploitation are controlled by a weight factor ω. They discussed increasing the weight factor, random weight factor, and self adaptive weight factor in their research work. Mallipeddi et al 18 introduced an ensemble-based crossover and mutation DE strategy (EPSDE) and their corresponding control parameter scheme in their research work. They used a pool of different crossover and mutation strategies and a pool of values for each associated control parameter. Each target vector generates a trial vector based on the assigned strategy and the parameter values. Successful combinations of the mutation and crossover strategy and associated parameter values are stored in the pool. EPSDE uses DE/current to rand/1 and JADE mutation strategy along with binomial and exponential crossover. Minhazul Islam et al 19 proposed a new mutation strategy, a modification in the conventional binomial crossover scheme, and a parameter adaption scheme in DE algorithm. They used DE/current to gr_best/1 and called it a less greedy version of DE/current to best/1. The proposed mutation strategy DE/current to gr_best/1 uses the best vector from q% population of individuals to generate the trial vector for each target vector. In pbest, a crossover mutant vector can swap the p-top ranked individuals of the current generation instead of current parent using a binomial crossover scheme. In parameter adaption scheme, scale factor adaption is based on the Cauchy, and crossover probability adaption is based on the Gaussian distribution. Wang, Cai, and Zhang 17 introduced the composite DE (CoDE) variant. In this scheme, they used a pool of three trial vector generation strategies and a pool of three parameter setting combinations. The trial vector strategies used are rand/1, rand/2, and current to rand/1, while the parameter setting combi- The popularity of DE due to its advantages over other evolutionary methods can be observed in its diverse applications in real life fields [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . But the intensive and random development of DE algorithm has created several inconsistencies in the naming and formulation of trial vector generation schemes. The inconsistencies in DE algorithm may reduce the attraction of new researchers to use this algorithm in problem solving. It is important to mention that this study does not mean to prove any weakness in DE algorithm or criticize the effort of any researcher, but to make this algorithm easier and categorically clearer. Probably due to inconsistencies in DE mutation variants, there are some powerful conventional DE variants that are not announced to be powerful variants in the literature, while having either dominating or comparable performance as compared to those variants which are commonly used or used in DE state-of-the-art. Focusing on this, an effort is made in this study to present a consistent set of variants that DE has a number of variants and only few are commonly used that may also be due to inconsistency in most of DE variants. This study may not be a complete effort in this direction, but this attempt will prove to be significant addition in DE literature.
DE ALGORITHM
DE algorithm has three different parameters: a population of size N p , a crossover control parameter C r , and a difference vector amplification parameter F . Each population member in DE is represented as a D-dimensional parameter vector. In DE algorithm, the population is initialized randomly and is supposed to cover the entire search space. Each vector in the DE is represented by x i,g , where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N p and g is generation number. New offsprings in DE algorithm are generated by mutation, crossover, and selection operators. The repair operator proposed by Wang 30 is also used in this study. Three different terminologies of vectors: donor vector, trial vector, and target vector are used in DE algorithm. Donor vector is a vector that is created in the mutation operation, trial vector is created in the crossover operation, and target vector is the current vector of population. Mutation: In the mutation operation, a mutant vector, also called donor vector, is created. The donor vector v i,g of the ith population member is calculated by adding the weighted difference of two vectors to the third vector:
where indices r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , N p } are randomly selected to be different from i and F is the mutation probability parameter. Crossover: DE crossover strategies control the number of inherited components from the mutant vector to form a target vector. Binomial and exponential are main crossover schemes 16, 31 . The DE crossover rate parameter C r influences the size of the perturbation of the base (target) vector to ensure the population diversity 17 . Binomial crossover: In the crossover operation of DE algorithm, a trial vector is formed. In the binomial crossover scheme, the trail vector u i,g = 〈u i,1,g , u i,2,g , . . . , u i,D,g 〉 is generated by the equation, for i = 1, 2, . . . , N p , j = 1, 2, . . . , D:
where j rd is a randomly chosen integer in the range [1, D] , rand j is a random number in (0, 1), v i,g is the donor vector, and C r ∈ (0, 1) is the crossover control parameter. Due to the range of j rand , u i,g is always different from x i,g . Exponential crossover: In the exponential crossover scheme, the trail vector The selection operator uses the greedy approach by comparing the fitness of trial vector u i,g with the fitness of target x i,g ; the vector having best fitness is selected as a member of the new population:
where the fitness function calculates the fitness value of the objective function.
DE MUTATION VARIANTS, LITERATURE INCONSISTENCY AND SUGGESTED CORRECTIONS
There are several DE algorithm mutation variants/strategies that are formed by the linear combination of existing population members. The trial vector and target vector form the mutant vector in DE. Throughout this paper, x i denotes the current target vector, i is the running index, u i represents the trial vector, and v i is a mutant vector. In DE algorithm, different mutation schemes are used to create the trial vector by using any combination of current, best, and random vectors. The behaviour of DE algorithm is influenced by the selection of mutation strategy and crossover scheme along with their control parameters: mutation probability F and crossover rate 31, 32 C r . The difference vector is the difference of two mutating vectors that is used to form offspring in the population 33 . To form the mutant vector in DE, some researchers use a random value λ ∈ (0, 1) as a coefficient multiplier with the first difference vector 1, 34 and mutation probability F as a coefficient multiplier with the other difference vectors 34, 35 . Some researchers have used only F as a coefficient multiplier with the difference vectors to form the mutant vector 31, 36 . To reduce the number of control parameters of DE algorithm, we use 37 λ = F . This section contains the detail of DE mutation variants that reveals several irregularities in naming and formulation of DE mutation strategies. Before describing in detail the DE mutation variants, it is important to understand the vectors associated with DE mutation strategies. DE mutation strategies can be formed by the combinations of current, random, better, and best vectors. In any mutation strategy, the order, number, and name of vectors are very important. Throughout the analysis, The mutation strategies discussed below contain several inconsistencies that are identified in the next sections. The trial vector generation of each variant is presented by using selected population members that are based on the equations of associated variants. The important aspect is the order of vectors in the equation of variant and total number of vectors used to generate the trial vector generation for any variant.
(v 1 ) DE/rand/1 was introduced by Storn & Price 1 . This strategy is known as the basic strategy in the DE algorithm. DE/rand/1 is used as a default variant in the standard DE algorithm. This mutation strategy has no conflicts in the literature with other mutation strategies. The equation is 34 for function optimization application. This mutation strategy has no conflicts with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (v 4 ) DE/best/2 mutation strategy was introduced by Price 37 for function optimization problems.
This mutation strategy has no conflicts with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is
which perturbs x best g using four random vectors x
g in two weighted difference vectors. This variant consumes best vector along with two weighted difference vectors without repeating any vector.
(v 5 ) DE/current to rand/1 mutation strategy was used by many researchers [38] [39] [40] . This mutation strategy has naming conflict with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is
which places the perturbation at a location between the current population member (v 6 ) DE/current to rand/1 mutation strategy was used by Qin et al 14 for constrained real parameter optimization. This mutation strategy has a naming conflict with other mutation strategies. The equation is (v 7 ) DE/current to best/1 mutation strategy, introduced by Storn & Price 1 , was used by many researchers 41, 42 . This mutation strategy has a naming and equation conflict with other mutation strategies in literature. The equation is (11) which places the perturbation at a location between the current vector (v 8 ) DE/current to best/1 mutation strategy was used in Podoba et al 43 for surface reconstruction using AI. This mutation strategy has a naming conflict as well as the equation conflict with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (v 9 ) DE/rand to best/1 mutation strategy was used in Davendra et al 44 for travelling salesman problem. This mutation strategy has a naming and equation conflict with the other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (v 10 ) DE/rand to best/1 mutation strategy was introduced by Storn 34 for function optimization application. This mutation strategy has been used by many researchers 18, 45 . This mutation strategy has naming conflict as well as equation conflict with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (v 11 ) DE/rand to best/1 mutation strategy was used by many researchers 46 . This mutation strategy has naming conflict with other mutation strategies in literature. The equation is 48 . This mutation strategy has naming conflict with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (v 15 ) DE/current to best/2 mutation strategy was used by many researchers 14, 38, 51 . This mutation strategy has naming conflict with other mutation strategies in literature. The equation of is
(v 16 ) DE/current to rand/2 mutation strategy was used by Zielinski et al 38 for choosing suitable variants of differential evolution in particle swarm optimization. This mutation strategy has naming conflict with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (v 20 ) DE/rand to best/2 mutation strategy was used by many researchers 45, 54, 55 . This mutation strategy has naming conflict with other mutation strategies in literature. The equation is (v 21 ) DE/rand to best/2 mutation strategy was used by many researchers 39, 56, 57 . This mutation strategy has naming conflict with other mutation strategies in literature. The equation is (v 22 ) DE/rand to current/2 mutation strategy was used by Elsayed et al 58, 59 . This mutation strategy has no conflict with the other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (v 23 ) DE/rand to best&current/2 mutation strategy was used by Elsayed et al 58, 59 . This mutation strategy has no conflict with other mutation strategies in the literature. The equation is (27) which perturbs a random vector (v 25 ) DE/rand/3 mutation strategy was used by Elsayed et al 58, 59 . This mutation strategy has no conflict with the other mutation strategies in literature. The equation is (v 26 ) DE/best/3 mutation strategy was used by Elsayed et al 58, 59 . This mutation strategy has no conflict with the other mutation strategies in www.scienceasia.org 
DE/rand/2
DE/current to rand/1
DE/current to best/1
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DE/current to best/2
DE/current to rand/2
DE/rand to best/2
DE/rand to current/2
DE/rand to best&current/2
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DE/rand/3
DE/best/3 DE is an emerging evolutionary algorithm; it contains a number of mutation variants/strategies. Various mutation strategies in the literature restrain irregularities with respect to naming of the variants and mathematical equation of variants. DE algorithm variants should be misinterpretation-free for its prosperity as an algorithm; to make this algorithm problem-free, an effort is made in this study to identify and remove the inconsistencies associated with DE algorithm variants in the literature. The detailed variants in terms of binomial and exponential schemes are reported in Table 1 .
Inconsistencies in DE mutation strategies are identified with respect to their names and equations. Mathematical equations of variants have a key role since the implementation of each variant is carried out according to its mathematical equations.
IDENTIFICATION OF VARIANTS MATHEMATICAL EQUATION INCONSISTENCIES
Numerous variants in the literature contain the same mathematical equations but different names, which creates inconsistencies and lead to false impression. In this section, variants of Table 1 
IDENTIFICATION OF VARIANTS NAMING INCONSISTENCIES
There are many variants in the literature having the same name but different mathematical equations that fabricate misunderstanding for researchers. 
THE PROPOSED SCHEME TO REMOVE NAMING AND EQUATION INCONSISTENCIES
The variant having the same mathematical equations but different names are combined because variant having the same equation produced the same representation and the same results that create problem for the users due to names. Variants having the same equations and different names are combined and reported in Table 2 
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DE/rand/3 To summarize, mathematical equation inconsistencies in DE mutation variants are removed from Table 1 and reported in Table 2 , which still contains naming inconsistencies. Inconsistent names are suggested with new names according to the 
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corresponding equations and reported in Table 2 , which are used in the paper to generate results. The short names of DE mutation variants that will be used throughout the remaining paper for binomial variants are V 1 -V 20 with corresponding V 21 -V 40 for exponential variants.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the varying performance of DE mutation strategies, a test suit of benchmark n-dimensional functions taken from Ref. 2 is used ( Table 3) . The experimental results of average fitness values of DE mutation strategies are obtained over 30 independent runs, 2000 training iterations, 10 dimensions, population size N p = 30, crossover probability C r = 0.5, and mutation rate F = 0.7 in the experimentation. The main aim of this section is to show the diverse performance of DE mutation strategies given in Table 2 . The DE mutation strategies are used as V 1 -V 20 for binomial mutation and V 21 -V 40 for the corresponding exponential mutation. The convergence graphs are generated showing iterations along the x-axis and the performance along the y-axis. The variants are from V 1 -V 20 for binomial variants and V 21 -V 40 for the exponential version of each corresponding binomial variant. The convergence graphs are also generated using the same experimental setting for each mutation strategy and function. Convergence graphs of two sample functions f 1 (Fig. 1) and f 3 (Fig. 2) are given to show the distinct performance of each variant. Convergence graphs show that each DE mutation strategy has its own optimization curve. From experimental results, it is observed that all 40 mutation strategies of DE algorithm are valid strategies to enhance the functionality of DE algorithm, and hence can be effectively used wherever DE algorithm is used.
The average fitness values of DE mutation strategies for testing suit of functions are given in Table 4 . The results are obtained using the same experimental setting for each variant and function. The average fitness results of DE mutation strategies show distinct performance of each variant for each function.
To explore the diverse performance of DE variants, the ranks of DE variants are calculated. The ranks (Table 5) better performance of the mutation strategy.
CONCLUSIONS
The selection of a DE variant affects the performance result of DE algorithm since there is a deviation in performance of DE variants. DE algorithm variants in the literature have naming and mathematical equation inconsistencies. This study identifies these inconsistencies and presents a consistent set of DE variants. The details of naming and formulation inconsistencies is discussed. The naming and formulation inconsistencies are removed based on the number of vectors and order of vectors used to form the equation of variant. This study will prove to be a significant addition in DE literature in view of the fact that the existence of any inconsistency might trigger off new researchers. Further studies are still required to explore the limitations, advantages, and flaws in this direction. The main focus in this work is not the overwhelming existing DE variants but the new tracks to work on the DE variants in optimization. Future work of this study is to perform a thorough analysis of these DE variants to access the performance of each DE variant that may prove to be a significant addition in DE literature. Another possible direction of future work is to develop more powerful parent selection schemes that may improve the performance of these variants and to develop a mathematical model for DE variants that can serve as a standard.
